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Business enterprise labor relation is business enterprise labor force 
the user or governor and business enterprise worker is in the realization 
the labor of the process become of, with labor related of society economy 
benefits relation. Business enterprise labor relation under the yoke of 
society economy, technique, policy, law system and society cultural 
background of influence. Business enterprise labor relation management 
is business enterprise human resource management of a part, is a business 
enterprise to pass norm to turn, systemize of management, make labor 
relation both parties' behavior to get norm, the rights get guarantee of 
a series activity, only have maintenance stability harmony of labor 
relation, just contribute to a business enterprise of stability and 
development. 
This article differentiated and analyze a business enterprise labor 
relation first of concept, content and property, immediately after study 
labor relation management of meaning, and analysis comparison a few kind 
labor relation management of mode, also in the meantime thorough analysis 
our country business enterprise currently labor relation of 
characteristic, also description owned by public make a business 
enterprise with not owned by public make a business enterprise labor 
relation present condition, put forward contemporary society business 
enterprise harmony labor relation mode of speculation. 
The article combine the actual circumstance of T company, analysis 
T company labor relation merit and shortcoming, and get only pass business 
enterprise oneself and the joint effort of the exterior government, then 
can total set up harmony business enterprise, inner part want to pass key 
figures governor idea of improvement; The construct of mechanism Gou of 
the produce of adjustable stanza; The vivid welfare plan launch; Have no 
bias of promote a mechanism to set up; Develop more communication outlet 













Business enterprise exterior of enhance main is exertive nation 
predominance function, perfect labor laws, reason agreeable business 
enterprise of labor relation; Ducting the SA8000 of the abroad standard, 
enhance a business enterprise society responsibility; The process 
strengthened a business enterprise labor a relation management and direct, 
norm labor implement of contract method; Enhance the working talent of 
business enterprise labor union, construct a labor a relation processing 
of moderate mechanism; Perfect labor arbitrate organization of function, 
construct a labor controversy of guard against a mechanism; Strengthen 
three property the business enterprise party regiment organization etc. 
way. Only government and business enterprise joint effort, do both things 
simultaneously, be just contribute to setting up an establishment at the 
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